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Foreign Investment Promotion: Thailand
as a Model for Economic Development in
Vietnam
By

CAMELLIA NGO*

Member of the Class of 1993

I. INTRODUCHON
After decades of warfare, chaos, neglect, and ostracism, Southeast
Asia finally tops the priority list of several industrialists struggling to

survive in the present climate of world recession. Vietnam, for example,

is rumored to be Southeast Asia's "next Asian Tiger."' Thailand, meanwhile, already exemplifies the region's investment potential with an annual growth rate hitting double digits in recent years, due primarily to
foreign investment. 2
Although Vietnam presents obstacles for investors, its potential investment opportunities should not be ignored. Exciting prospects exist in
manufacturing, especially in light manufactured goods, given Vietnam's
inexpensive and abundant labor force. There are numerous opportunities
in projects which explore Vietnam's lengthy coastlines. The nation's en* B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1988. The author wishes to especially thank
Gene Garfield and the law firm of Vickery, Prapone, Pramuan & Worachia for their assistance
with the investment laws of Thailand. The author also wishes to thank her father for his
insightful perspectives on Vietnamese culture and politics. Finally, the author wishes to thank
her husband, Michael, for his encouragement, support, and love in writing this Note and
throughout law school. A special love is extended to Baby Angeline.
1. Harish Mehta, Vietnam: Hanoi Seen Keeping Communism Despite Economic Reforms, Bus. TIMES (Singapore), Feb. 18, 1992, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm
File. In the East, the Tiger symbolizes power, passion, and daring. THEODORA LAU, THE
HANDBOOK OF CHINESE HOROSCOPES (1979). During the year of the Tiger, the forceful and
vigorous Tiger can inject new life and vitality into lost causes, sinking ventures, and drab or
failing industries. The year of the Tiger is a time for massive change and the introduction of
bold new ideas. Id.
2. In 1990, foreign countries with direct investments in Thailand include (figures in U.S.
dollars): Japan, over S1 billion; Hong Kong, S607 million; Taiwan, S369 million; and the
United States, $339 million. Japanese direct investment in Thailand in 1990 nearly doubled
from the $US557 million invested in 1988. Thailand-CountryMarketingPlan, MARKET REPORTS, Oct. 1991, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Thai File.
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ergy reserves, including coal, natural gas, and petroleum,3 also offer encouraging investment returns. As the global economic recession
continues, the struggle for overseas markets will undoubtedly intensify
and Vietnam's appeal to industrialists fighting for survival will likely
overcome its investment obstacles.'
Vietnam currently maintains one of the most liberal foreign investment codes of any developing nation.' The Law on Foreign Investment
in Vietnam (1987 FIL), promulgated on December 29, 1987, by the 8th
Legislature of the National Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (Vietnam), 6 is a bold revision of the original Decree on Foreign Investment enacted in 1977 by the Communist Party. After years of
steadfast adherence to the Soviet economic model and its dire consequences,' Vietnam has finally realized that foreign investment is an indispensable prerequisite

to building and developing

its economy. 9

Vietnam's recognition of the importance of foreign investment to the
country's economic survival is demonstrated by the enactment of its current liberal foreign investment law.

In the late 1950s, while Vietnam was still struggling with foreign
3. Vietnam, Int'l Country Risk Guide (IBC USA) (Oct. 1991), available in LEXIS,
Asiape Library, Vietnm File [hereinafter Vietnam Country Risk Guide].
4. Derek Tonkin, Letter: Vietnam and the U.S. Embargo, INDEPENDENT, Jan. 3, 1992,
availablein LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Allasi File. Derek Tonkin served as the British Ambassador to Vietnam from 1980-1982.
5. Vietnam Country Risk Guide, supra note 3.
6. Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam (1987), reprinted in 30 I.L.M. 930 (1991)
[hereinafter FIL].
7. Gary Vause, Doing Business with Vietnam-Prospects and Concernsfor the 1990s, 4
FLA. INT'L L.J. 231, 252-53 (1989). Unlike the 1987 Law on Foreign Investment (1987 FIL),
which places no limit on the maximum amount of capital contributed by a foreign partner in a
joint venture, the 1977 foreign investment law required that a foreign partner's investment
share be a minimum of 30% and no greater than 49%. The LegalSystem of Vietnam, Foreign
Investment Law, 9 Modem Legal Systems Cyclopedia 350.31 [hereinafter 1977 FIL]. In addition, under the 1977 FIL, a foreign partner must contribute equipment, machinery, tools,
means of transport, technical materials, industrial property, and foreign currencies as part of
his investment. Id. at n.35. The 1987 FIL also extends the period in which the Vietnamese
government will guarantee foreign investments from nationalization to 20 years, instead of 10
to 15 years under the 1977 law. Id. at 350.40.
8. Despite economic devastation suffered after 1975, partially due to U.S. bombing
which destroyed plants and houses, left cratered fields, and defoliated forests, the Vietnamese
leaders, in March 1978, placed new emphasis on forming peasant collectives and abolishing
private trade in the south. 1977 FIL, supra note 7, at 350.29-30. The rigid move toward
socialism led to a disastrous collective harvest in 1982. Chris Pritchard, Vietnam: Welcoming
a "Capitalist"Dawn, Bus. REv. WKLY., Nov. 8, 1991, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library,
Vietnam File. Socialism left Vietnam unable to provide food or other essentials to meet Its
people's daily needs. 1977 FIL, supra note 7, at 350.29-30. As a result, Vietnam today remains
one of the poorest nations in the world.
9. Pritchard, supra note 8.
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domination and internal strife, Thailand began to plan the development
of its domestic economy through investment promotion. The Thai government sought to actively encourage all forms of investment by enacting
the Industrial Promotion Act of 1954.10 After a number of investment
promotion acts and a variety of resulting successes for the Thai economy,
the current legislative basis for domestic and foreign investment promotion in Thailand is the Investment Promotion Act, B.E. 2520 (1977)."
Vietnam, with Saigon's thriving entrepreneurial character, once
posed a threat to Thailand's economic security. 2 After the fall of Saigon
in 1975, however, the communist Vietnamese government sought to stifle
the capitalistic business nature of many South Vietnamese by condemning such behavior as subversive to the communist model. After decades
of clinging to failed communist economic policy, Vietnam now looks to
Thailand as a model for economic development."3 "We consider Thailand's economic development as a good example," 4 says Vietnamese
Premier Vo Van Kiet, 5 "[e]very time our delegations visit Thailand, I
tell them to study and learn from the Thai experience."1 6 The
Vietnamese have much to learn from Thailand since Thailand remains
the only nation in Southeast Asia to have escaped colonization and
boasts a robust economy. The Thai's unique ability to apply foreign investment in developing its domestic economy without losing its national
independence is held in high regard by the current Vietnamese
government.
The investment promotion strategy of any country, as set forth in its
10. Kosol Chantikul, Investment Promotion Laws, 3 CHULALONGKORN L. REv. (Thail.)
97, 98 (1984).
11. Id
12. Thailand, Int'l Country Risk Guide (IBC USA) (March 1990), available in LEXIS,
Asiape Library, Thai File [hereinafter Thai Country Risk Guide].
13. Id

14. Vietnam has much to gain if it can emulate the Thai economy. From 1987-89, the
Thai economy recorded double digit growth rates. U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,
WORLD FACTBOOK, THAILAND (1992), available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Thai File [hereinafter Thailand Factbook]. Thailand's annual growth rate in 1990 was 9% compared to a
Vietnamese annual growth rate in 1990 of 2.4%. Id.; David Frank, Vietnam: Banking.System
Created By Hanoi Fails to Deliver Required Private Sector Capital, EUROMONEY, June 11,
1992, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File. In 1990, the estimated annual per
capita income in Thailand was SUS1400, the unemployment rate 4.9%, and the consumer
inflation rate about 8%. Thailand Factbook, supra. Vietnam's annual per capita income in
1990, by contrast, was SUS200, the unemployment rate 20%, and the consumer inflation rate
ranged from 50 to 60%. Frank, supra.
15. Paisal Sricharatchanya, Vietnam: Thailand to be used as Development Model, BANGKOK PosT, Oct. 22 1991, available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Vietnm File.
16. Id
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investment promotion laws, plays a crucial role in guiding the nation
toward its economic goals. This note discusses the investment promotion
laws of Vietnam and Thailand. The note briefly summarizes the historical, economic and political backgrounds of each country. The note examines the 1987 FIL and the Investment Promotion Act of Thailand and
contrasts the two countries' strategies for developing their domestic
economies through the enactment of foreign investment promotion legislation. Finally, this note argues that Vietnam's strategy, as set forth in
the 1987 FIL, will not guide its economic development to parallel that of
Thailand, primarily because Vietnam requires extensive governmental
approval prior to commencement of foreign investment activity. Such
approval affords the government the opportunity to carefully scrutinize
each application, approving only those investments which it decides will
improve the economy without undermining the control of the Communist Party.17 This procedure creates delays, generates excessive bureaucracy, and opens doors to corruption, directly undermining Vietnam's
economic plan to rapidly attract and facilitate the foreign investment
critical to its domestic development. The note further predicts that, if
the importance of maintaining communism in Vietnam continues to take
precedence over economic development, foreign investors will look toward other more receptive markets for investment and Vietnam will remain one of the world's poorest nations.
In contrast to its Vietnamese equivalent, the Thai Investment Promotion Act requires no prior approval by any governmental entity prior
to foreign investment activity. The Thai scheme attracts and enables all
categories of investors interested in doing business in Thailand to commence activity immediately, and thus avoids the many disadvantages inherent in the current Vietnamese model. In conclusion, this note
recommends that Vietnam emulate the Thai approach and amend its
1987 FIL to eliminate the initial approval process for foreign investors.
Such an amendment will attest to Vietnam's commitment to truly liberalize its foreign investment policy and improve the country's current economic climate.
17. Climatefor Business, Political Risk Services (IBC USA) (Sept. 1, 1991), available In
LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
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VIETNAM

A. Background
Vietnam is located within the Tropic Zone in Southeast Asia.' It
shares borders with China, Laos, Kampuchea (Cambodia) and the South
China Sea. 9 Vietnam has an estimated population of 68.49 million
people.

20

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam came into formal existence on
July 2, 1976 when North and South Vietnam were officially unified.21
The Constitution adopted by the National Assembly on December 18,
1980, which replaced the North Vietnamese Constitution of 1959, provides for a Council of State,' a Council of Ministers,' and a National
Assembly.2" The Constitution also proclaims the Communist Party to be
"the only force leading the state and society."'
Much of Vietnam's history involves its lengthy struggle against successive periods of foreign colonization or domination by China, France,
Japan, and the United States. 26 The Vietnamese government's apprehen18. Geography & History, Political Risk For Extractive Industries (IBC USA) (Oct. 1,
1990), available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
19. Id
20. Fact Sheet, Political Risk Services (IBC USA) (Jan. 1, 1992), available in LEXIS,
Intlaw Library, AP File. This population figure is from 1990.
21. Vietnam, KCWD/Kaleidoscope (ABC-Clio) (Sept. 24, 1992), available in LEXIS,
Asiapc Library, Vietnm File [hereinafter ABC-Clio].
22. The Council of State is, in effect, a collective presidency headed by a Chairperson (or
President). The Chairperson is in charge of building socialism and determining national defense, domestic, and foreign policies. A new Constitution, passed in mid-April 1991, slightly
enhances the power of the Chairperson, who can now nominate candidates for Prime Minister.
This function was exclusively within the province of the National Assembly under the 1980
Constitution. The Chairperson is elected by the National Assembly. Id
23. The Council of Ministers, headed by the Prime Minister, is the main governing body
in Vietnam. It submits drafted laws, budgets, and decrees to the National Assembly for ratification. The Council of Ministers is elected by the National Assembly. Id
24. The Constitution vests supreme state authority in the directly elected 496-member
National Assembly (Quoc Hoi). The National Assembly elects and appoints chief government
officials and determines domestic, foreign, and economic policies. Id
25. Id
26. In 939 A.D., the Vietnamese regained their independence after more than one thousand years of rule by China. Geography & History, supra note 18. Vietnam's independence
ended in 1862, when Emperor Tu Due ceded three provinces surrounding Saigon to the
French. VETNAm, A CoUNTRY STUDY xxxiv (Ronald J.Sima ed., 1989). During World
War I, French control was greatly weakened and Japanese troops invaded the colony of Indochina, which included Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. When France regained control of Vietnam at the end of the war, it quickly found a growing insurgency of communist forces from
North Vietnam. In 1954, France agreed at the Geneva Convention to withdraw from Indochina. Geography &History, supra note 18. On July 21, 1954, the Geneva Agreement, which
provisionally divided North and South Vietnam at the 17th parallel, was adopted. VIETNAM,
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sion toward renewed foreign activity and involvement in its homeland is
best understood by recognizing the many hardships of war which Vietnam endured to obtain its current independence and unification.
B.

The 1987 Foreign Investment Law

Since 1986, Vietnam has openly received foreign investments. The
1987 Law on Foreign Investment in Vietnam, mandates that all foreign
investors seek approval from the Vietnamese government prior to commencing activity in Vietnam. Although the Communist government intended to attract foreign investors with its liberal foreign investment law,

an initial approval process, which enables the Vietnamese government to
screen proposed foreign projects and approve only those which do not
undermine the Communists' control, may inadvertently deter foreign investors. As a result, Vietnam's ability to rapidly attract foreign investments to rebuild its stagnant economy is hindered rather than facilitated
by the approval process set forth in the 1987 FIL.

The general purposes behind the enactment of the 1987 FIL were to
expand economic cooperation with foreign countries, achieve domestic
economic development, and step up exports based on effective exploita-

tion of natural resources, manpower, and other potentialities. 27 Vietnam
recognizes that it "must combine the strength of the nation with the
strength of the times within the context of the new conditions that exist

today,"' 28 and that it "must make good use of each possibility for expanding [its] economic and scientific-technical cooperation with the
outside to support socialist construction. ' 29 With a per capita income of
A COUNTRY STUDY, supra, at xix. Laos and Cambodia received independence, and a referendum was planned in Vietnam to determine its future. The Communists in the North established the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, with Hanoi as its capital, while the antiCommunists in the South established the Republic of South Vietnam, with Saigon as its capital. Fearing that the North would ensure a communist majority, Saigon refused to hold a
referendum. Geography & History, supra note 18.
In support of South Vietnam's democratic stance, the United States began direct aid to
South Vietnam on January 1, 1955. VIETNAM, A COUNTRY STUDY, supra, at xix. This led to
the eventual commitment of more than 500,000 American troops to the region. Geography &
History, supra note 18. Growing American dissatisfaction with the U.S. involvement in Vietnam led the United States to conclude a cease-fire agreement with North Vietnam in January
1973, under which all U.S. forces were withdrawn. Two years later, North Vietnam launched
a major invasion of the South, resulting in the fall of the South Vietnamese government, and
the surrender of Saigon on April 30, 1975, to North Vietnam. Id.; VIETNAM, A COUNTRY
STUDY, supra, at xx.
27. Vause, supra note 7, at 254.
28. Luu Van Dat, Concerning the Law on ForeignInvestment in Vietnam, TAP Citl CONa
SAN (Vietnam), June 1988, at 24-27, translated in FBIS, Southeast Asia, Jan. 30, 1989, at 57.
29. Id.
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under $US200 per annum,3" Vietnam'3 1can no longer afford not "to try out

capitalism in the economic sphere.
3
Vietnam's all encompassing economic renovation, or "doi moi,1 1

was introduced at the Sixth Communist Party Congress in 1986.33 A
major step in the implementation of "doi moi" was the passage of the
1987 FIL in December 1987, which opened the country to foreign investment. 34 The 1987 FIL is comprised of forty-two articles divided into six
chapters.3 5
Chapter I (articles 1-3) contains policy statements expressing Vietnam's receptiveness to foreign investment, reserving Vietnam's sovereignty interests, defining key terms, and designating those areas open to
foreign investment.3 6
Chapter II (articles 4-19) addresses the business forms under which
foreign investments may be made.37 In addition, this chapter discusses
capital contribution, insurance, sharing of profits and risks, enterprise
management, allowable duration of an enterprise,3 8 labor, banking and
accounting requirements, and application of Vietnamese laws.3 9
Chapter III (articles 20-25) provides for profit repatriation rights
and freedom from nationalization. 40
Chapter IV (articles 26-35) describes rights and obligations of foreign organizations and persons residing in Vietnam, including details on
41
taxes.
Chapter V (articles 36-38) details the rights and responsibilities of

which has genthe State Organ for Management of Foreign Investment,
42
eral supervisory authority over foreign investment.
Chapter VI (articles 39-42) contains miscellaneous provisions on the
30. Frank, supra note 14. This figure was last calculated in 1987.
31. Nikolaus Prede, Marx's Masterpiece GatheringDust as Vietnam Flirts With Capitalism, GAZETTE (Montreal), Jan. 4, 1992, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library, Allwld File.
32. Vietnam Country Risk Guide, supra note 3.
33. Teresa Poole, Why Vietnam Needs America; They Want to Join the World, But the
United States Won't Let Them, INDEPENDENT, Dec. 30, 1991, available in LEXIS, Asiapc
Library, Allasi File.
34. Gary Vause, Foreign Investment Climate: Facts and Impressions, F ASIAN EXEC.
REP., June 15, 1989, availablein LEXIS, Intlaw Library, Easian File.
35. FIL, supra note 6.
36. Id., reprinted in 30 I.L.M., at 932-33.
37. Id, reprinted in 30 I.L.M., at 933-35.
38. The duration of an enterprise with foreign invested capital cannot exceed 20 years, but
may be extended where necessary. Id art. 15, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 935.
39. Id., reprintedin 30 LL.M., at 933-35.
40. Id, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 936.
41. Id, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 936-38.
42. Id, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 938.
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implementation of the investment law.4 3
1. The Application and Approval Process
a. The State Organfor Administration of Foreign Investment
The State Organ for Administration of Foreign Investment (State
Organ) is vested with general authority over investment operations of
foreign organizations and private persons in Vietnam. 44 The rights and
responsibilities of the State Organ include providing assistance and guidance in the negotiation and conclusion of contracts; assisting with the
settlement of contested matters at the request of foreign investors; granting preferences to foreign investment projects; monitoring and controlling foreign investment contracts; and analyzing the economic activities
of foreign investment enterprises.4 5
b.

The Ministry of External Economic Relations

The Ministry of External Economic Relations (MEER) is responsible for initially accepting and evaluating the investment proposals of foreign enterprises, guiding foreign investment policy, and submitting
reports for the State Organ's review and decision. 46, A foreign investor
seeking investment approval submits an application package to the
MEER, including its business cooperation contract or joint venture contract, its business charter, the project feasibility report, and any related
documents further required by the State Organ.47 Application decisions
are reached within three months. If the application is approved, the
State Organ issues an investment license to the applicant. The enterprise
is considered "a juridical person under Vietnamese law from the date of
' 48
registration of its charter with the State Organ.
2.

Tax Incentives

Vietnam currently authorizes direct investments in the form of business cooperation contracts, 4 9 joint ventures, 50 and wholly foreign-owned
43. Id, reprinted in 30 I.L.M., at 939.
44. Id. art. 36, reprinted in 30 I.L.M., at 938.
45. Vause, supra note 7, at 268.
46. Regulations on Implementing Foreign Investment Law, Sept. 5, 1988, art. 6, translated
in FBIS, Southeast Asia, May 10, 1989, at 42 [hereinafter Regs.].
47. Vause, supra note 7, at 268.
48. Id.
49. A business cooperation contract is a document signed by a foreign partner and a
Vietnamese partner for business cooperation, such as production-sharing. FIL, supra note 6,
art. 5, reprinted in 30 I.L.M., at 933. Under a business cooperation contract, the parties in.
volved may establish key terms of their business relationship as a matter of contract, rather
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enterprises. 5 Because article 27 of the 1987 FIL specifically refers only
to joint ventures, it is unclear whether the tax incentives detailed in the
1987 FIL regulations also apply to contractual ventures or wholly foreign-owned enterprises."
The 1987 FIL empowers the State Organ to grant tax exemptions or
reductions to a joint venture depending on the branch or sector of invest-

ment, the scale of its capital contribution, the volume of its exports, and
the nature and duration of its operations. 5 3 The State Organ may exempt

a joint venture from payment of corporate income tax for a minimum
period of two years, beginning with the first profit-making year, and may

allow a fifty percent reduction of corporate income tax for a maximum
period of two succeeding years.5 4

A joint venture in a general tax bracket pays corporate income tax
ranging from twenty-one to twenty-five percent of earned profits.5 5 Companies with investments which qualify for a priority bracket pay corporate income taxes ranging from nineteen to twenty percent. Priority
investments include: projects implementing major economic programs,
export-oriented production and import substitution; high technology industries using skilled labor; businesses directing liberal capital investment toward the exploitation and full employment of potential resources,
and the increase of productive capacities of existing economic enterthan of law. Vause, supra note 7, at 256. The contract may specify matters such as the scope
and line of business, and the rights, obligations and liabilities of the parties. A contractual
business cooperation is not recognized as a separate legal entity under the 1987 FIL Id
50. A joint venture is an enterprise jointly formed in Vietnam by foreign and Vietnamese
partners, based on a joint venture contract or on an agreement reached by the government of
Vietnam with a foreign government. FIL, supra note 6, art. 2(10), reprintedin 30 LLM., at
933. The profits and risks of thejoint venture are shared in proportion to the partners' respective capital contributions. Vause, supra note 7, at 256. Mandatory insurance of the joint venture assets by a Vietnamese insurance company or other qualified insurance company is
required to minimize the risks of the joint venture. Id Unlike the 1977 law, the 1987 FIL
imposes no equity restrictions on the foreign partner in a joint venture. See generally FIL,
supra note 6.
51. An enterprise with 100% foreign capital is one in which a foreign investor assumes
full capital investment and management responsibilities. Vause, supra note 7, at 260. The
wholly foreign-owned enterprise can be "authorized by the government of Vietnam to establish
on the territory of Vietnam the capital which is wholly owned by the same foreign organization
or private person." FIL, supra note 6, art. 2(11), reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 933. The enterprise
is a juridical person under Vietnamese law, and is subject to the control and supervision of the
State Organ for Administration of Foreign Investment. Vause, supra note 7, at 260, see also
FIL, supra note 6, art. 14, reprintedin 30 LL.M., at 935.
52. Vause, supra note 7, at 266.
53. FIL, supra note 6, art. 27, reprintedin 30 LL.M., at 937.
54. Id
55. Regs., supra note 46, art. 73.
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prises; labor intensive industries using raw materials and natural resources available in Vietnam; investments promoting the construction of
infrastructure; and foreign exchange-earning ventures, involving such
6
trades as tourism, ship repair, and airport and seaport services.1
In addition to investing in one of the promoted industries listed
above, an investor seeking priority tax status must meet at least two of
the following additional qualifications listed under article 73 of the implementing regulations. These qualifications include: legal capital57 in
the enterprise of at least $10 million; exports of at least 80% of the product; a profit rate comparable to the average profit rate of other proposals
in the same sector; and investment in regions with difficult natural and
unfavorable social conditions."
Investments involving oil, gas, and a number of other valuable and
rare natural resources must pay a corporate income tax calculated as the
greater of twenty-five percent of the profits received or that figure which
accords with international practice.5 9
Under special circumstances which the government deems necessary
to encourage foreign investment, an enterprise may enjoy additional incentives, such as "income taxes at a rate of ten to fourteen percent of the
profits received; waive[r] of income taxes for a maximum period of four
years; [or reduction] of income taxes by fifty percent for a maximum
period of four successive years from the [date] the enterprise begins to
earn a profit."'
3. Guarantees, Protections, and Repatriation
Vietnam guarantees the existence of enterprises with foreign investment for a duration of no more than twenty years. Under the 1987 FIL,
this period may be extended "where necessary."' 6' However, the law
does not specify under what circumstances or under whose authority
56. FIL, supra note 6, art. 27, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 937.
57. "Legal Capital" is the investment capital of the joint enterprise recorded in its bylaws, as pledged and contributed by the joint enterprise parties in order for it to operate.
Funds borrowed by the joint enterprise are not considered legal capital. Regs., supra note 46,
art. 20(2).
58. Id.
59. Id. art. 73(5). There exists no authority clarifying what may happen if international
practice designates a figure below 25% of profits received. However, this ambiguity was probably intentional, for it leaves open avenues for negotiation between the Vietnamese government
and large-scale foreign oil companies, who may argue that the 25% figure is not in accordance
with international practice.

60. Id. art. 75.
61. Vause, supra note 7, at 261; see also FIL, supra note 6, art. 15, reprintedin 30 I.L,M.,
at 935.
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such extensions should be granted.62 The 1987 FIL also ensures that
"[t]hroughout the duration of their investment in Vietnam, the invested
capital, property and assets of foreign enterprises and private persons
shall not be expropriated or requisitioned by administrative procedure,
and the enterprises with foreign invested capital shall not be
' 63
nationalized.
The 1987 FIL provides that foreign organizations and individuals
have the right to repatriate abroad their share of profits, any approved
payments due to them on loans made in the course of business operation,
their invested capital, and other sums of money and assets under their
legal ownership." Upon remittance of profits abroad, a foreign enterprise or private person is required to pay a tax ranging from five to ten
65
percent of the repatriated sums.
Expatriate personnel employed in Vietnam by a foreign enterprise
are specifically authorized to repatriate their incomes abroad, after payment of Vietnamese income taxes and in accordance with provisions of
Vietnam's foreign exchange control regulation.6 6
C.

Advantages to Investing in Vietnam
1. Resources

Vietnam's natural resources include an abundance of coal, petroleum, and gas. Vietnam far exceeds neighboring China in oil production,
and industry analysts contend that Vietnam's barely tapped petroleum
potential could make it a significant oil exporter by the turn of the century.67 Although Vietnam never released reserve estimates for its three
fields, Bach Ho (White Tiger, drilled by Mobile Oil Corp. in 1975), Dai
Hung (Big Bear), and Rong (Dragon, discovered by a combined Shell
Exploration BV and Cities Service Oil Co. in 1974),68 Dr. Charles John62. Id
63. FIL, supra note 6, art. 21, reprintedin 30 I.L.M., at 936. This article confers greater
protection to foreign investors than the 1977 Decree on Foreign Investment, which guaranteed
the protection of the invested capital for at least ten years, but included a provision that, "[i]f
required by the national economy that the enterprise should be nationalized, it would be
purchased by the Vietnamese Government at a reasonable price agreed upon by the two sides."
Vause, supra note 7, at 261 n.204.
64. Vause, supra note 7, at 262; see also FIL, supra note 6, art. 22, reprintedin 30 I.LM.,
at 936.
65. FIL, supra note 6, art. 33, reprintedin 30 LL.M., at 937.
66. Vause, supra note 7, at 262; see also FIL, supra note 6, art. 22, reprintedin 30 I.L.M.,
at 936.
67. ietnam, Once Isolated4 Poisedfor SignificantRole in Oil and Gas, OIL & GAs J., July
15, 1991, available in LEXIS, Admrty Library, Oil Gas File.
68. Id
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son, Senior Minerals Economist at the East-West Center, estimates that
Vietnam has nearly 1.5 to 3.0 billion barrels in petroleum reserves.69 Yet
another study concluded that Vietnam has the world's fourth largest oil
reserve.

70

Coal reserves in northern Vietnam on Khe Cham and Halam anthracite deposits are estimated to be in the hundreds of millions of tonnes. 7 1 The country's underdeveloped coal industry revived in 1990 when
Australia's BHP Petroleum agreed to conduct coal-mining feasibility
studies in Vietnam. 72 Vietnam has eight gold fields in the north near
Hanoi and two in the South.73 The Bong Mieu mine near Da Nang has
reserves of over five tons of gold.7 4 In addition, the country has a wide
variety of other important minerals, extensive forests and farmland, and
significant potential for hydroelectric power.75 Vietnam's lengthy coastline affords considerable opportunities for fishing industries and harborage sites.7 6
Human resources in Vietnam are abundant and an important asset
in attracting foreign investment. With Vietnam's highly literate labor
force 7 7 and high unemployment, foreign-owned low technology factories
can pay workers a comparatively low wage of $US30 per month, half of
the average wage in nearby Thailand.7"
The current high unemployment rate in Vietnam will undoubtedly
contribute to relatively low wage levels for many years to come.
Vietnamese workers returning from Eastern Europe, 7 9 once a key labor
69. Vietnam, MINING ANNUAL REv., June 1991, available in LEXIS, Energy Library,
Minrev File. [hereinafter MINING ANN. REV.]. This estimate places Vietnam on par with oil
producing countries such as Australia with proven reserves of 1.7 billion barrels and Malaysia
with proven reserves of 3.0 billion barrels. Michael J. Scown, Investing in Vietnam., Oil and
Gas Exploration, E. AsiAN EXEC. REP., Apr. 15, 1992, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library,
Asian File.
70. MINING ANN. REV., supra note 69.

71. Sarah Sargent, Vietnam: BHP, Vietnam Sign Coal Exploration Deal, AUSTL. FIN.
REv., May 11, 1990, available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Vietnm File.
72. Hoover's Handbook of World Bus. (Reference Press) (1992), available in LEXIS,
Compny Library, Hvrwld file. Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) is Australia's largest public
company with primary operations in steel, minerals, and petroleum. Id.
73. MINING ANN. REv., supra note 69.

74. Id.
75. Vause, supra note 7, at 235.
76. Id.
77. A 1990 literacy study estimates that 88% (92% of males, and 84% of females) of
Vietnamese age 15 and over can read and write. U. S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,
WORLD FACTBOOK, VIETNAM, (1984), available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
78. Investing in Vietnam; Another Quagmire?, ECONoMIST, Apr. 7, 1990, available In
LEXIS, Intnew Library, Allwld File.
79. Vietnam Country Risk Guide, supra note 3.
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market for thousands of Vietnamese, are pushing unemployment figures
as high as twenty percent or more in some cities.' In addition, Vietnam's demobilization of 600,000 troops from Cambodia in the past three
years undoubtedly exacerbates the country's unemployment problem."'
2.

Current Foreign Investors

Thirty years of war and isolation prevented Vietnam's participation
in Southeast Asia's economic miracle.8 2 International capitalists have
long recognized the potential riches to be gained from Vietnam's once
isolated economy.83 Japan was the first country to return to resource
rich Vietnam and rapidly replaced the former Soviet Union as Vietnam's
leading trade partner.8 4 In 1988, 26.46 percent of Vietnam's imports
came from Japan while 34.27 percent of Vietnam's exports went to Japan." Although Japan currently ranks ninth as a direct investor in Vietnam, the modest $99 million invested should not be underestimated. 6
Japanese businessmen spent the past three years laying the groundwork
for a large scale industrial invasion of Vietnam once the U.S. embargo,
detailed infra, is lifted. 1 During October 1991 alone, some ninety-six
Japanese delegations visited Vietnam. 8 Japanese firms are negotiating
and updating contracts for immediate implementation once relations are
normalized between the U.S. and Vietnam. 9 Paving the way, Japan's
EIE International purchased the Saigon Floating Hotel, Vietnam's only
privately owned hotel.' In addition, Toyota Motor Corporation is proposing to build a facility in Ho Chi Minh City to service the increasing
80. Id
81. Id
82. During the 1980s, Southeast Asia attracted many foreign investors who capitalized on
the region's low wages and abundant natural resources to maximize their profits. Southeast
Asian countries, such as Thailand, benefited from the transfer of technology, exchange of managerial skills and improvement of living standards. The development of the region, as a whole,
is considered an economic miracle.
83. Claire Hollingworth & Robert Tyerman, Vietnam Preparesto Come Out of the Red
European Investors Flock to Ho Chi Minh City While America Debates Lifting its Trade Ban,
DAILY TELEGRAPH, Dec. 29, 1991, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library, Telegr File.
84. Id Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea and France follow Japan as trade partners
with Vietnam. Id
85. ABC-Cio, supra note 21.
86. Id Taiwan is currently the biggest direct investor in Vietnam, followed by Australia,
France, Hong Kong and the United Kingdom. Id
87. Id The U.S. Embargo against Vietnam is further explored infra.
88. Id
89. Id
90. Vietnam: The Long Road to Doi Moi, INSTITrrTONAL INVESToRS, July 31, 1990,
available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Vietnm File.
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number of used Japanese cars that Vietnam imports from Singapore 9"
Toyota also expressed an interest in building a vehicle assembly line in
Vietnam within the next two years. 92 Honda Motor Company, Toyota's
rival, plans to build a factory in Ho Chi Minh City to produce
motorcycles, a much favored mode of transportation for the
Vietnamese93 due to the high cost of gasoline.
Australia recently announced that it will resume direct aid to Vietnam.94 Bulk Materials Coal Handling Co., an Australian Company, invested $10 million in recent years to upgrade several coal-washing and
screening plants in Vietnam. 95 Australian-connected interests operate
the Saigon Floating Hotel. 96 The Overseas Telecommunications Commission
of Australia is currently upgrading Vietnam's limited satellite
97
links.

Despite the U.S. embargo, the U.S. ranks nineteenth among twentynine nations investing in Vietnam. 98 Awaiting the rumored lifting of the
U.S. embargo, Ho Chi Minh City is full of American businessmen doing
preparatory work on Vietnamese investment opportunities.99 According
to a Vietnamese government document, American companies recently
invested in three unnamed projects in Vietnam. 10 Trade sources indicate that the projects probably involve oil exploration and other oil related projects.101 The government of Vietnam recently announced that it
will reserve oil exploration licenses for U.S. companies. a0 2
D.

Disadvantages to Investing in Vietnam
1. Approval Prior to Commencement of Activity

The 1987 FIL requires that all foreign investors intending to do
business in Vietnam seek approval from the State Organ prior to com91. Id.
92. Id
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. MINING ANN. REV., supra note 69.

96. Vietnam: Peace and Money Descend on Wretchedness, AUSTL. FIN. RV., Nov. 13,
1991, availablein LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
97. Centrally Planned Economies, Political Risk for Extractive Industries (IBC USA)
(Oct. 1, 1990), available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Vietnm File.
98. U.S. Doing Business in Vietnam Despite Embargo, KYODO NEWS SERVICE, Nov. 19,
1990, availablein LEXIS, Asiape Library, Allasi File. This figure was calculated in October,
1990.
99. Poole, supra note 33.
100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
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mencing any activity. This approval process affords the Vietnamese government the opportunity to selectively approve only those foreignproposed projects which it deems appropriate to the health of its economy and to the maintenance of the communist regime. Unfortunately,
this requirement causes delays, generates excessive bureaucracy, fosters
corruption, and undermines the Vietnamese government's efforts to rapidly revitalize Vietnam's inert economy.
2.

The Retention of Socialism in Vietnam

Former Vietnamese Foreign Minister, Nguyen Co Thach, believes
that no "democratic tidal wave" will hit Vietnam in the way one struck
Eastern Europe." 3 The Vietnamese government promises to remain socialist, ideally until communism follows. °4 The new Vietnamese Constitution, passed in April 1991, nominally reduces the power of the Vietnam
Communist Party (VCP) by enhancing the power of chief government
officials and the National Assembly.10 The Constitution strengthens the
power of the Prime Minister, who can now appoint and dismiss his cabinet; the power of the President, who can for the first time nominate candidates for Prime Minister, dismiss the Prime Minister and appoint the
Chief Justice; and the power of the National Assembly, which is empowered to enact laws and decrees that must pass on the house floor."
Although it appears that the VCP is gradually accepting democratic reform, the present governmental structure still permits the VCP to remain
the country's true leader.10 7 The government posts which allegedly share
power with the VCP are filled by VCP members,"0 8 and "nothing prevents the VCP from ensuring the nomination and election of its favored
candidates... to the posts of Prime Minister or President." 9 Although
the VCP no longer solely directs the government,110 its members recently
gained roughly half the seats in the National Assembly.' 1
It is unlikely that Vietnam will experience true and sweeping democratic reforms in the near future. Communism runs deep in the hearts of
103. Harish Mehta, Vietnam: A New Era ofSharingPower, Bus. TIMES (Singapore), May
8, 1992, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
104. Id
105. Id
106. Id
107. Id
108. Id
109. Id
110. Previously, the VCP made decisions and imposed them on the country. Currently,
however, all decisions must be made in parliament. Id
IlL. Id
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many Vietnamese who fought and suffered for Vietnam's unification. To
fully abandon communism and embrace capitalism and democracy
would be to admit that the decades of fighting for independence from
foreign dominion were in vain. Both the general population and the VCP
itself consider the Communists as a party of patriots and freedom fighters
who liberated Vietnam. I 2 This perception of the VCP, and the Communists' consequent domination of governmental power, is unlikely to
change for many years.
By refusing political reform, the Vietnamese are in danger of repeating the frightful social unrest that recently occurred in China, where
political reform did not accompany economic liberalization.113 The
Communists believe they can successfully link economic freedom with
firm political control. To date, however, no socialist country has sustained these antithetical objectives. 1 4 Investors intending to do business
in Vietnam cannot ignore the possibility that Vietnam could withdraw its
current liberal economic policy to preserve its socialist government. The
possibility that one's investment of time, money, and effort could be lost
at the whim of the VCP should be carefully considered by even the most
optimistic investor.
3. Internal Disadvantages
Many companies with business experience in Vietnam regard Vietnam's underdeveloped infrastructure as an impediment to the development and growth of a favorable investment climate.115 The roads and
other infrastructure in Vietnam are poor, particularly in the North,
where they were bombed by the Americans and rebuilt cheaply, if at all,
by the Soviets."1 6 The transportation system is inadequate and the administration of ports, dominated by socialist shipping lines, is inefficient. 7 As of 1988, Ho Chi Minh City had a maximum of only three
international flights departing daily.' 18
Communication systems in Vietnam are also primitive and deficient.
Morse Code transmission is still used in many telegraph offices. There
are only seventy thousand telephones for three and a half million people
in Ho Chi Minh City. There are few telex machines, and most are manu112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

Id.
Vietnam Country Risk Guide, supra note 3.
Mehta, supra note 103.
Vause, supra note 7, at 280.
Investing in Vietnam; Another Quagmire?,supra note 78.
Vause, supra note 7, at 280.
Investing in Vietnam; Another Quagmire?,supra note 78.
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ally operated.1 1 9 Facsimiles may currently be sent from Ho Chi Minh
City, but they must be channeled through Sydney, Australia. 2 '
Finally, recent events in Vietnam indicate that government corruption is once again a problem after its lengthy abatement by the threat of
harsh punishment.12 Many complain that the rule governing what is
allowed or forbidden changes as often as each week. 12 Many consider
bribery the only way to make business predictable. 1"
4. The U.S. Embargo
The U.S. embargo blocks all American business dealings with Viet-

nam. Under the Trading With the Enemy Act of 1992, "anything that
hints of a contract is illegal [and] subject to fines of up to $50,000 [plus]
prison terms of up to ten years."

24

The United States first imposed a

trade embargo against North Vietnam in May 1964, when the U.S. supported South Vietnam's war against communist guerrillas from the

North.' 25 The trade ban was extended to the entire country in 1975
when the victorious Communists reunified Vietnam.1 26 When Vietnam
invaded Cambodia in 1979, the United States led a much broader international campaign against trade with Vietnam. 2 7
The U.S. embargo drastically impacts Vietnam's economy. It effec-

tively bars loans to Vietnam from the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, 2 ' which Vietnam desperately needs to back its current
119. Id.
120. Id
121. Fve-Year Forecastsof Bureaucracy and Corruption,Political Risks For Extractive Industries (IBC USA) (Oct. 1, 1990), available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
122. Investing in Vietnam- Another Quagmire?,supra note 78.
123. Id
124. Beth Hughes, Vietnam ReopeningEagerlyAwaited, S.F. EXAMINER, Nov. 18, 1991, at
Bl. The underlying purposes of the Trading with the Enemy Act include: (1) depriving actual
or potential enemies of the opportunity to secure advantages to themselves or to perpetrate
wrongs against the United States or its citizens through the use of assets in this country; (2)
denying hard currency to blocked countries and their nationals; and (3) preventing U.S. dollars from falling into enemy hands by blocking the lending of aid and comfort to the enemy.
50 U.S.C.S. app. § 1 (Law. Co-op 1981 & Supp. 1992). "Whoever shall willfully violate, neglect, or refuse to comply with any order of the President issued in compliance with the provisions of this Act, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than S50,000, or, if a natural
person, imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both." 50 U.S.C.S. app. § 16.
125. United States Extends TradeEmbargoAgainst Vietnam, REUTER Lin. REP., Sept. 18,
1990, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Allnws File.
126. Id.
127. Poole, supra note 33.
128. United States Extends Trade EmbargoAgainst Vietnam, supra note 125, at 3.
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market-oriented economic reforms.' 2 9 In addition, the World Bank
figures show that Vietnam receives just $US2.1 per capita in official development assistance funds, compared to $US12.6 per capita received by
30
Thailand.'
In 1991, Washington presented Vietnam with a four-phase "road
map" for improving relations.' This "road map" requires: (1) the resolution of the status of U.S. servicemen missing in action (MIAs); (2) the
release of all political prisoners, observance of basic human rights, respect for private property, and a move toward a multi-party representative form of government; (3) the withdrawal of all military and
intelligence personnel from Cambodia; and (4) the use of Vietnam's influ1 32
ence to resolve the Cambodian conflict peacefully.
Under heavy pressure from the U.S. business community to lift the
embargo, President George Bush announced on January 4, 1992, during
his twelve day trip through Australia, Singapore, South Korea, and Japan, 133 that the United States, after being "strong, determined and patient, finally can entertain realistic hopes of building lasting ties of
interest and affection" with Vietnam.'
C. J. Silas, Chairman of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce predicted that normalization may proceed "a
13
whole lot more rapidly than we might have imagined before."' 5
A major hurdle blocking normalization of relations with Vietnam
has been the resolution of American MIA status. However, on October
23, 1992, President Bush announced a significant breakthrough in this
area. 136 Hanoi agreed to provide the United States with all of the information it collected on American prisoners of war (POWs) and MIAs,
including photographs, artifacts, and detailed records regarding Americans who fell into Vietnam's hands during the war.137 A recent U.S.
delegation to Vietnam returned to Washington with more than 4,000
photos and military documents.' 38 In recognition of Vietnam's latest ef129. Alexander Nicoll & Stefan Wagstyl, Hanoi Wants US Embargo Lifted After Canbodia Deal, FIN. TIMEs, Oct. 25, 1991, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Allasi File.
130. Poole, supra note 33.
131. U.S. to Normalize Links with Vietnam, Cambodia, But Process Seen Taking Time,
Int'l Trade Daily (BNA) (Nov. 4, 1991), available in LEXIS, Intnew Library, Allwid File.
132. H.R. Res. 149, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. (1991).
133. Bush Expected to Lift U.S. Trade Embargo on Cambodia,AGENCE FRANCE PRMSE,
Jan. 2, 1992, available in LEXIS, World Library, Allwld File.
134. Michael Richardson, US. Warms to New Ties With Vietnam, INT'L HERALD TRIB,,
Jan. 7, 1992, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library, Allwld File.
135. Id.
136. Deborah Mesce, Hanoito YieldAll MIA Data, S.F. EXAMINER, Oct. 23, 1992, at Al.
137. Id.
138. Id.
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fort to normalize relations, Bush announced that his administration
would offer humanitarian aid to Vietnam, beginning with modest disaster
assistance for floods." 9 In light of recent developments, the U.S. embargo will likely be lifted in the very near future. 140

m. THAILAND
A. Background
The Kingdom of Thailand (Thailand), formerly Siam, is approximately 514,000 square kilometers. 14 1 Thailand adjoins Cambodia and
Laos to the east and north and is bordered on the northwest by
Burma. 4 2 Southern Thailand is surrounded by the Andaman Sea and
the Gulf of Thailand, 43 and Thailand's coastline is approximately 2,400
kilometers long. 1" The population of Thailand in 1989 was approximately 55.5 million people.141 Its capital, Bangkok, is the major seaport
and center of government, the economy and industry. 146
Thailand is a constitutional monarchy with the King acting as the
head of state and of the armed forces. The reigning monarch since 1946
is King Bhumibol Adulyadej (King Rama IX). 14 7 The King theoretically "exercises popularly derived power through the National Assembly, the Council of Ministers, and the courts."' 48 True governing power,
however, "is wielded either by the prime minister, who chairs the Coun149
cil of Ministers, or by the cabinet."
Siam's first significant relations with the west "began with the reign
of King Mongkut (Rama IV, 1851-68), [who] had extensive contact with
western missionaries and studied European languages, science, and
mathematics."' 15 0 Determined to prevent his kingdom from falling under
western colonial rule, King Mongkut established diplomatic and trade
139. Id at A22.
140. Although the development occurred less than two weeks before the 1992 presidential
election, Bush stressed that the efforts to account for all missing U.S. servicemen "must transcend partisan politics in every way." Id
141.

THE HONG KONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORP., BUsINEsS PROFILE SERIES:

THAILAND 3 (1981) [hereinafter HK & SHANGHAI].

142. Id
143. Id
144. Id
145. Thailand-CountryMarketing Plan FY' 1991, NAT'L TRADE DATA BANK, June 12,
1991, available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Thai File.
146. HK & SHANGHAI, supra note 141, at 3.

147. Id
148. THAILAND, A COUNTRY STUDY 185 (Barbara L. LePoer ed., 6th ed. 1989).
149. Id

150. Id at xxii.
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relations with western powers which continued long after his reign. 151
B.

The Investment Promotion Act B.E. 2520 (1977)

The Investment Promotion Act B.E. 2520 (Act),152 is the current
legislation governing investment promotion in Thailand.1 53 Unlike the
Vietnamese 1987 FIL, the Act does not require foreign investors in Thai-

land to seek approval from a governmental entity before commencing
any business activity. Foreign investors need only apply for governmen-

tal approval if they seek special business incentives granted by the Thai
Government.

In the early 1950s, the Thai government began to recognize that
foreign investment was an important element in developing the country's
economy. The government enacted legislation with numerous incentives
aimed at encouraging individuals and companies from overseas to commence business in Thailand. The first investment promotion legislation
was the Industrial Promotion Act, enacted in 1954.154 Following the
1954 Act, several additional laws governing investment promotion were
passed after 1960, culminating in the current Investment Promotion Act
of 1977.155
The Act is composed of sixty sections divided into seven chapters.

Chapter I establishes the Board of Investment (BOI) to administer both
domestic and foreign investment promotion.15 6 Chapter II sets forth the

activities which are eligible for investment promotion by the BOI, and
57
the factors which the BOI considers in granting promoted status.1
Chapter III details the rights and benefits extended to recipients of BOI

promoted status, specifically those relating to ownership of land, immigration and tax. Chapter IV describes conditions under which the BOI
151. King Mongkut established ties with Britain, France, the United States and other westem powers. As a result, Siam became a part of the international economic community. By the
early twentieth century, Siam was forced to give up its sovereignty over Laos and western
Cambodia to the French and its control over four Muslim states on the Malay Peninsula to the
British. In return, Siam became a protected buffer state between French Indochina and British
Malaya and Burma. Id.
152. This note incorporates the most recent amendment to this Act, set forth in the Investment Promotion Act (No. 2) B.E. 2534 (1991).
153. Chantikul, supra note 10, at 98.
154. Id.
155. The major acts include the Industrial Promotion Act B.E. 2503 (1960), the Industrial
Promotion Act B.E. 2505 (1962), and the National Executive Council Announcement No. 227
B.E. 2515 (1972). These laws contain similar administrative and incentive provisions regarding both foreign and domestic investors. Chantikul, supra note 10, at 98.
156. Id
157. Id.
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may reduce or suspend the imposition of import or export duties. Chapter V sets forth the guarantees and protections extended by Thailand to
individuals granted BOI promoted status. Chapter VI details conditions
under which the BOI may withdraw rights and benefits, once granted.
Chapter VII integrates all previous Acts relating to investment promotion into the current Act.
1. The Application and Approval Process
a. The Board of Investment (BOI)
The BOI is the central authority for the administration of all investment promotion in Thailand. 158 It encourages and regulates foreign and
domestic investment in the areas considered most profitable to the Thai
economy.' 9 The BOI defines priority areas for foreign investment, determines industries that are eligible for promotion privileges, and grants
promotional status to investors. 6 ° In determining whether a particular
investment project will be granted investment promotion benefits, the
BOI considers inter alia the following factors: the number of existing
producers and their production capacities; the prospect of market expansion for the product produced or assembled; the utilization and proportion of resources available in the country, including capital, raw
materials, labor and other services; the amount of foreign currency which
61
may be saved; and the suitability of production or assembly processes.
In addition to the functions detailed above, the BOI operates the
"Office of the Board of Investment" in Bangkok, which acts as an investment service center. 6 2 The Office publishes potential investment opportunities to induce investments in promoted activities, 63 appraises all
investment projects submitted for promotional status,'" prepares feasibility reports, and formulates investment promotion programs for Thailand.' 65 The Office also supervises and regulates all projects which
1 66
currently enjoy promoted status.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.

Id.
Id
Id.
Id.
Id. at 99.
Investment Promotion Act § 13(2).
Id. § 13(4).
Id. § 13(5).
Id. § 14.
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b. Investment Guidelines and Policies
The Act establishes guidelines which investors must satisfy in order
to gain promotional status. Since the object of granting incentives is to
promote investments which will most benefit Thailand, only investments
deemed important and beneficial to the economy, social development, or
security of the country are eligible for investment promotion. 167 Thus,
investments which involve production for export, a high content of capital, labor or services, or which utilize agricultural produce or natural
resources will generally qualify for promotional status. 1 8 The BOI
makes available a list of activities which may qualify for promotional
benefits. 169 The list, however, is not exhaustive, and the BOI will consider any proposed activity.' 7 The BOI has the authority to add activities to the list, or delete those which it finds no longer benefit the

country. 171
c.

One Stop Service Center

The Thai Government currently offers a new kind of investment incentive: a one stop service center offering rapid and efficient services to
investors. The BOI examines every application within five days of receipt and informs each applicant within twenty days thereafter of its decision whether to grant promoted status. In addition, the BOI obtains
from other government departments the necessary permits for promoted
companies. Once granted promoted status, the applicant receives all the
required permits and licenses from the BOI within ninety days, without
any further processing by the applicant. 172
d. Land Ownership and Immigration
Under the current Land Code, foreigners are prohibited from owning land in Thailand unless granted permission by the Minister of the
Interior. 173 With the Minister's permission, a foreigner may own up to
ten rais (approximately four acres) of land for industrial or agricultural
use. 174
167. Id § 16.
168. Id.
169. Id For a current list of promoted activities, see The List of Activities Eligible for
Promotion, compiled and distributed by the BO.
170. Id.; see also Chantikul, supra note 10, at 100.
171. Investment Promotion Act § 16.
172. Chantikul, supra note 10, at 106.
173. Id. at 104.
174. Id
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The Act empowers the BOI to permit those with promoted status
"to own land in order to carry on the promoted activity to such an extent
as the [BOI] deems appropriate, even in excess of the permissible limit
under other laws." 1 7 5 Once the promoted activity terminates, however,

the foreign investor must dispose of the land by the date of termination
or transfer. The Director General of the Land Department has the

power to dispose of the land if the investor fails to do so.' 7 6
In relaxing immigration regulations, the Act empowers the BOI to
grant foreign nationals permission to enter Thailand for the purpose of

studying investment opportunities or performing any other act benefiting
the promoted activity.'7 7 For example, a foreign national may receive a
work permit for a promoted project1 78 Moreover, a promoted company
skilled workers or experts necessary
is permitted to bring into Thailand
179
to operate the promoted project.
2.

Incentives for Investment in Thailand

a. Eligibilityfor Incentives
To gain entitlement to investment incentives, an investor must be a

limited company,' 80 foundation, or cooperative' 8 ' under Thai law. 182 In
certain areas, investment incentives are available only to wholly Thaiowned projects or to joint ventures with foreign equity participation in
which Thai partners have to hold a minimum of:183 (1) fifty-one percent
of the total business share for industries whose products will be sold
175. Investment Promotion Act § 27.
176. Id
177. Id § 24.
178. Id. § 26.
179. Id. § 25.
180. A limited company is an incorporated business formed by a minimum of seven individuals or companies. Directors of the limited company are responsible for the management of
its operations, and have exclusive authority to appoint and remove agents, officers and employees of the limited company. PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL, INVESTING IN THAILAND 14-15
(Jan. 1981).
181. A cooperative is a business organization formed by a minimum often individuals, and
is required to register as a legal entity in the form of a limited or unlimited cooperative. Id at
16.
182. Weerawong Chittmittrapap, Joint Ventures in Thailand;Part I: Business Forms, Incentive; Taxes, E. ASIAN ExEc. RFP., Dec. 15, 1990, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library,
Asian File [hereinafter Joint Ventures].
183. Id. The Alien Business Law prohibits or restricts foreign investment in certain fields
in which local equity participation requirements are not met. The areas of restricted or prohibited activities are listed in Annexes A, B and C of the Alien Business Law. Government
Gazette, NationalExecutive Council Announcement No. 281 (Thail).
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mainly within Thailand;184 or (2) sixty percent of the total business share
for projects involving agriculture, animal husbandry, fishing, mineral
prospecting, mining, or provision of certain services. 185 Foreign investments with a majority of shares held by non-Thai nationals may involve
manufacturing if fifty percent or more of the total production is
1 86
exported.
b.

Tax and Export Incentives

The Act provides that a promoted investment shall enjoy tax holidays and relief measures. 8 7 Incentives include exemption from corporate income tax for three to eight years,18 8 with permission to carry
forward losses and offset them against net profits accrued after the
granted tax holiday for up to five years.18 9 Further, tax exemptions of up
to five years may be granted on good will, royalties, or fees repatriated
abroad.19 0 Dividends paid by a promoted company during the tax holiday period are also exempt from both corporate and personal income
tax.1 9 1 The tax holiday may be extended for an additional year if the
company earns or saves at least $US500,000 foreign exchange annually
during the first three years of operation, if it uses indigenous raw materials constituting not less than fifty percent of the total cost of production,
or if its plant is located outside of Bangkok in the Investment Promotion

Zone. 192
Imported machinery used in a promoted activity will also be exempted from business taxes and granted a fifty percent reduction of import duties1 93 if machinery of comparable quality is not locally produced
in sufficient quantity to meet the demands of the activity. 194 In addition,
where the BOI deems suitable, a promoted activity may receive a reduc184. Joint Ventures, supra note 182.
185. Id. Service businesses are listed in Annexes A and B or the Alien Business Law,
Service businesses include: accounting, law, architecture, and advertising. NationalExecutive
Council Announcement No. 281, supra note 183.
186. Joint Ventures, supra note 182.
187. Chantikul, supra note 10, at 101.
188. The exact period a promoted company shall enjoy corporate tax exemption depends
on the merits of the investment as determined by the BOI. Factors considered include the
amount invested and the number of employees required for the project. Id. at 102; Investment
Promotion Act § 31.
189. Investment Promotion Act § 31.
190. Id. § 33; Joint Ventures, supra note 182.
191. Investment Promotion Act § 34; Chantikul, supra note 10, at 101.
192. Investment Promotion Act § 35(2); Chantikul, supra note 10, at 102. Investment Promotion Zone is more fully described infra.
193. Investment Promotion Act § 29; Joint Ventures, supra note 182.
194. Investment Promotion Act § 28; Chantikul, supra note 10, at 102.
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tion of import duties and business taxes not exceeding ninety percent on
195
imported raw or essential materials.
To encourage exports, the BOI may grant promoted enterprises exemption from import duties and business taxes on raw and essential
materials, re-exported items, or the promoted company's products. 196 In
addition, the BOI may grant a "deduction from taxable corporate income of an amount equivalent to five percent of the increase in [corporate] income derived from exports over the previous year."' 19
c. Investment Promotion Zone
In an effort to decentralize industries from the Bangkok area, the
BOI grants extra privileges and benefits to a company having its plant or
operation in the Investment Promotion Zone (IPZ), which covers nearly
all developing areas of the country. 198 These additional benefits include a
fifty percent reduction of corporate income tax for a period of five years
after the termination of the normal tax holiday, 199 a deduction of double
the costs of transportation, electricity and water supply from the taxable
corporate income,2 ' ° and a deduction from the taxable corporate income
of twenty-five percent of the installation costs of infrastructure facilities
used in the enterprise, which may be taken from the net profit."0"
3.

Guarantees, Protections, and Repatriation

The Act guarantees promoted investors protection against nationalization," competition from the State,20 3 state monopolization of products similar to those produced by the promoted activity, 2 4 price
controls,20 5 and export bans on promoted products, except when necessary for the economic or social development and security of the
country.

20 6

To protect a promoted industry against the dumping of imported
goods, the BOI may impose a special fee on the imported competitive
195. Investment Promotion Act § 30.
196. Joint Ventures, supra note 182.
197. Id
198. Id The BOI presently divides the country into three zones. The Third Zone is officially designated the Investment Promotion Zone. Id at n.14.
199. Investment Promotion Act § 35(2).
200. Id § 35(3).
201. Id § 35(4).
202. Id § 43.
203. Id § 44.
204. Id § 45.
205. Id § 46.
206. Id § 47; Chantikul, supra note 10, at 105.
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goods at a rate not to exceed fifty percent of the price of such imported
goods for no longer than one year.20 7 If the surcharge measure is inadequate, an import ban may be imposed. 0 8

The Act further ensures a foreign investor permission to repatriate
money in foreign currency, including capital, profits, loan repayments
and interest. 20 9 However, "during any period when there is an adverse
balance of payments which requires the preservation of foreign currency,

the Bank of Thailand may temporarily restrict" its remittance abroad;
such restriction shall apply to no greater than twenty percent of the total
amount to be repatriated per annum.2 10
C. Advantages to Investing in Thailand
1. No Prior Approval Process
General foreign investment in Thailand requires no approval from a
governmental entity to begin operations. 21 1 For most forms of business,
a foreign investor not seeking BOI promoted status need only register its
business activity with the ministry of commerce in the area of its principal place of business.2 12 The ministry has no authority to prevent a foreign investor from commencing activity merely because of her alien
status.2 13
2.

Relative Political and National Stability

An additional advantage in investing in Thailand is its political stability. Over a decade ago, western strategists worried that Thailand
207. Investment Promotion Act § 49.
208. Id. § 50.
209. Id. § 37(1)-(3).
210. Id. § 37.
211. Telephone Interview with Gene Garfield, Consultant, VPPW Consulting (Feb. 17,
1992). Mr. Garfield is a graduate of Harvard Law School and is currently a legal consultant
associated with the law firm of Vickery, Prapone, Pramuan & Worachai, in Bangkok,
Thailand.
212. For example, a partnership form of business with its principal business activity In
Bangkok must register its existence at the Office of the Bangkok Partnership and Companies
Registration of the Ministry of Commerce. If an enterprise is a limited company, the promoters of the company must file a memorandum of association with the same office. Srisanit
Anek, Legal Aspects of Trade and Investment in Thailand, at 144-45 (on file with author). In
Thailand, no specific law governs a business in the form of a sole proprietorship. Id. at 143,
The establishment of a sole proprietorship requires no legal formalities. Id. However, foreign
investors choosing to conduct business as a partnership or company must, in addition to rcgis.
tering with the ministry of commerce, comply with the Civil and Commercial Code relating to
partnerships and companies. Id.
213. Telephone interview with Gene Garfield, supra note 211.
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would be the "next domino to fall in Southeast Asia." '
Thailand
avoided falling to the Communists and "instead spent the 1980s nurturing democracy while furthering its economic development." ' 5
Over the centuries, Thai national identity revolved around three
fundamental tenets: Theravada Buddhism, support for the Thai monarchy, and pride of citizenship in the only nation in Southeast Asia to
maintain independence throughout its history, including during the colonial era.2 16 Thai society is characterized by a rich blend of cultural traits,
an openness to new ideas, and a high degree of adaptability to new situations, all of which undoubtedly contributed to Thailand's successful economic development and expansion in the 1980s.
The presence of the Thai monarchy plays a key role in maintaining
Thailand's political stability. Although the reigning monarch, King
Bhumibol Adullyadej, holds no political position, the King "quietly
watches behind the scenes" and is the "ultimate powerbroker in the
country."2 1 An appeal from King Adullyadej brought an uneasy calm
to Bangkok after four days of bloodshed in May 1992.218 At that time,
General Suchinda Kraproyoon, Thailand's unelected Prime Minister, refused to resign and sparked "the worst political violence [in Thailand] in
nineteen years, threatening the country's brilliant economic development
and pitch[ing] Thai against Thai in bloody street battles."2' 19 As political
analysts predicted, the King used his influence to bring an end to the
crisis. 2 0 In the end, General Suchinda submitted his resignation to the
King." 1 The King's presence has successfully thwarted many coup attempts in Thailand,' - and his reign of forty years plays a crucial role in
maintaining peace among the military and civilian politicians in
Thailand." 3
D. Disadvantages to Investing in Thailand
Although many foreign investors contend that investment promo214.
215.
216.
217.

Thai Country Risk Guide, supra note 12.
Id
THmiLAND, A COUNTRY STUDY, supra note 148, at xxi.
Thai Country Risk Guide, supra note 12.

218. Lindsay Murdoch, Thailand- ProtestersRejoice as Thai PM Quit But Amnesty Over
Political Killings Sparks New Anger, THE AGE (Melbourne), May 25, 1992, available in

LEXIS, Asiap Library, Thai File.
219. Id.
220. Ben Davies, Thailand-Coup Rumours in Bangkok Send Tensionsto FeverPitch, Bus.
TIMES (Singapore), May 8, 1992, availablein LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Allasi File.
221. Murdoch, supra note 218.

222. Thai Country Risk Guide, supra note 12.
223. Id
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tion in Thailand compares favorably with other countries in the region,224 the fact that the Investment Promotion Act does not target
foreign investments per se is often considered disadvantageous. When
applications for promoted status in a particular activity exceed that
which the BOI deems necessary to promote the activity, foreign investors
frequently find themselves in direct competition with major Thai industrial groups for BOI privileges.2 25
An additional disadvantage in investing in Thailand is that alien residence approval for employment is restricted. Work permits for alien
workers are "difficult to obtain for smaller projects, while larger companies are granted a small quota, with pressure to reduce the number of
alien employees over time. ' 226 Further, "[floreigners are barred from
owning land, except as a privilege granted by the BOI to promoted com228
panies,'2 2 or by the Minister of the Interior under the Land Code.
Finally, inadequate infrastructure also poses a serious threat to the
business environment in Thailand, as the already underdeveloped networks have failed to expand to support the rapid economic growth of the
past five years. Transport is inefficient throughout the country; Bangkok's traffic alone is regularly at a near standstill. Major expressway
projects underway will take several years to complete. 29
IV.

ANALYSIS: A COMPARISON OF THE THAI AND
VIETNAMESE SCHEMES OF INVESTMENT
PROMOTION

Vietnam's 1987 FIL mandates that all foreign investment projects
obtain approval from the State Organ prior to commencement. Such a
law causes delays, generates excessive bureaucracy, and leads to corruption. The requirement that every investment proposal be screened by the
State Organ will surely minimize Vietnam's appeal to foreign investors.
It is unlikely that the State Organ can effectively accommodate the
predicted rush from foreign investors who eagerly await the opportunity
to exploit Southeast Asia's "last virgin market. '230 The State Organ's
224. Foreign Investment Regulations, Bus. Int'l Forecasting (Bus. Int'l) (Mar. 1, 1991),

available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Thai File.
225.
226.
227.
228.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Chantikul, supra note 10.

229. Service Industries, Bus. Int'l Forecasting (Bus. Int'l) (Mar. 1, 1991), available in
LEXIS, Asiape Library, Thai File.
230. Vause, supra note 7, at 282.
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daily work is performed by low-level bureaucrats who have little experience in communicating with western investors." The State Organ has a
mandate to follow "democratic centralism," which means that regional
economic entities, none of which have experience with foreigners or foreign business concepts, will independently administer foreign investment. 3 ' Rapid or even efficient approval of investment proposals cannot
be expected in light of the inexperience and incapabilities of these regional entities. Furthermore, investment proposals will often be submitted in foreign languages. It is reasonable to predict that approval of a
foreign investment project will extend beyond the three months deadline
to which the State Organ currently adheres. The requirement that all
foreign investments apply for and receive approval in order to do business in Vietnam serves to create a bottleneck which hampers, rather than
facilitates, the foreign investment Vietnam so greatly desires.
In addition, Vietnam's requirement of obtaining prior approval for
each foreign investment project creates excessive bureaucracy. The approval process entails the submission of an application to the Ministry of
After examining each proposal, the
External Economic Relations."
MEER submits a report for review by the State Organ, which ultimately
accepts or rejects the proposal. Such a process requires a proposal's examination by more than one entity and a number of bureaucrats prior to
approval. Foreign firms frequently find the process formidable and confusing, with different officials and levels of the bureaucracy giving contradictory advice on what is required. 4 In practice, because applications
are evaluated on a individual basis, most foreign investors encounter difficulties in receiving governmental approval." The excessive bureaucracy
undermines Vietnam's efforts to promote simplicity and accessibility in
its foreign investment policy. Investors may view the government's individual scrutiny of each application as a means to control the development of Vietnam's economy without losing Communist Party control. 6
Such a process may deter investors from Vietnam for fear that their
projects may be inconsistent with the country's social or political policies. Vietnam desperately needs foreign investment to boost its inert
231. Iad at 279.
232. Id
233. Regs., supra note 46.
234. 18-Month Forecasts of Operations Restrictions, Political Risk Services (IBC USA)
(Sept. 1, 1991), available in LEXIS, Asiapc Library, Vietnm File.
235. 18-Month Forecastsof Equity Restrictions, Political Risk Services (11C USA) (Sept. 1,
1991), available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Vietnm File.
236. Climatefor Business, supra note 17.
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economy. Requiring that each foreign investment proposal seek approval serves only to hinder the country's economic recovery.
Finally, allowing regional economic entities to independently administer foreign investment will undoubtedly foster corruption. Vietnam
recently experienced an increase in corruption, av which may be due to
the country's new liberal attitude toward foreign investment policy.
Vietnamese courts recently imprisoned two business people for life for
illegal financial dealings which the government claimed shook public
confidence in the new free market system. 238 Despite the government's
effort to curb corruption, business people complain that the governing
rules change each week, and that bribery is often the only way to make
business predictable.2 39 A policy which affords lower level government
officials the opportunity to interact with foreign investors fosters corruptive practices. Corruption is more likely to attract lower level bureaucrats because these officials earn meager incomes compared to the
amounts they may gain from accepting bribes. With the new economic
freedom introduced as Vietnam moves from a centrally planned to a
market-oriented economy, these lower level bureaucrats will have greater
discretion to recommend a proposal to the State Organ for approval.
Should an investor refuse to comply with a bribery demand, the official
may effectively extinguish the project early in the approval process. Investors doing business in the provinces or those who regularly associate
with lower level bureaucrats may find corruption more prevalent. 240
Further, in a highly bureaucratic system, investors may need to bribe
officials at each level in the approval process. Although larger firms may
successfully avoid corruptive practices by negotiating with senior officials, there is no guarantee that higher officials do not request or demand
similar fringe benefits. The stakes may be higher when dealing with officials at this level, for they have greater power to approve or disapprove
one's project. A foreign investment law which indirectly fosters corruptive practices undermines legitimate authority and institutional integrity.241 Even the hardiest of investors may resist investing in Vietnam
given the delays, bureaucracy, or corruptive practices currently present
in the country.
237. Id.
238. Kathleen Callo, Vietnam To Push Economic Reform Despite Corruption, REUTERs,
Nov. 2, 1990, available in LEXIS, Asiape Library, Allnws File.
239. Investing in Vietnam; Another Quagmire?,supra note 78.
240. Five Year Forecastsof Bureaucracy and Corruption,supra note 121.
241. Sesto E. Vecchi, OperatingIn UnstructuredLegal Environments: The Vietnam Model,
E. AsIAN EXEC. REP., July 1991, available in LEXIS, Intnew Library, Easian File.
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The Thai Investment Promotion Act mandates no initial approval
process prior to commencing activity. Foreign investors not seeking BOI
promoted status do not depend on the approval of bureaucrats in order
to commence business in Thailand. For smaller or medium sized investors, it may be more efficient and profitable to by-pass the time and expense involved in seeking BOI approval. Investors intending to do
business on a short term basis can commence work immediately after
business registration with the appropriate ministry of commerce. By
adopting a "no approval necessary" policy, Thailand attracts all forms of
foreign investment since it will not deny an investment opportunity to an
investor merely because of her foreign status. The Thai investment promotion scheme does not discriminate as to which projects will be granted
permission to do business in Thailand. Investors only need comply with
BOI rules and regulations should they seek promoted status. However,
the tax incentives, protections, and guarantees which an investor may
gain from the BOI may be worth the added effort.
Vietnam aspires to the same economic successes as the Thai Investment Promotion Act accomplished for the Thai economy. If "market
socialism" is more than just a clever political ploy by the Communists to
maintain power, Vietnam could conceivably accomplish a workable combination of communism and capitalism. To achieve this goal, Vietnam's
free-market economy must freely develop without interference from
state-created obstacles. The initial approval process mandated by the
1987 FIL is an attempt by the Vietnamese government to police the
economy through the control of foreign investment. By requiring that
each foreign investor seek approval from the State Organ before commencing activity, the Communist Party may closely examine each application, approving only those projects which meet its goal of improving
the economy without undermining communist control. "Market socialism" will not materialize if Vietnam continues to create obstacles impeding the free flow of economic progress.
V.

CONCLUSION

Throughout a half-century of colonization and war, the
Vietnamese-whether colonized, revolutionized, re-educated, or now
renovated-always managed to survive. But the Vietnamese no longer
wish to simply survive, and Vietnam is no longer content as one of the
world's poorest countries. Vietnam strives for double-digit annual
growth comparable to that of Thailand in recent years; it desires a thriving economy which reflects all of the country's potential.
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Vietnam wants to reap the rewards of capitalism but stubbornly refuses to eliminate the control inherent in a communist system. This note
concludes that Vietnam cannot achieve the economic successes accomplished by Thailand until Vietnam surrenders the desire to control economic change which may inadvertently undermine communist political
control. This note recommends that Vietnam revise its foreign investment policy to parallel that of Thailand by allowing all foreign investment projects to commence activity in Vietnam without prior
government approval. If Vietnam truly intends a policy of economic liberalization, an amendment to the 1987 FIL eliminating the initial approval process for foreign investors would indicate that Vietnam's
"market socialism" is not just a ploy by the communists to retain power.
The effects of Vietnam's "doi moi" policy are irreversible. Saigon is
already reverting to "its old free-wheeling, entrepreneurial, money-mad
self."'242 Vietnam must now eliminate any obstacles which may block it
from reaping the rewards of a free market economy. The current approval process only frustrates Vietnam's desire to rapidly attract the foreign investment it desperately needs. By facilitating all foreign
investment, Vietnam will enable investors to immediately commence
business activity in the country, and thus generate taxes and revenues,
help to alleviate the unemployment crisis, and contribute the essential
technical and managerial skills required to proceed with economic
reform.

242. George Negus, Vietnam: Government Attempts to Combine Communism with the
CapitalistRoad, SUNDAY AGE (Melbourne), Aug. 30, 1992, available in LEXIS, Asinpe Library, Vietnm File.

